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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a novel algorithm to improve
localization and segmentation of an iris image. Since in
many practical applications, user cooperation is not
possible, eyelash occlusion can seriously affect the
performance of an iris recognition system. This paper
discusses a robust method for accurate localization and
segmentation of the exact iris region without eyelash
occlusion.
Our algorithm uses a logarithmic image
enhancement technique and the Hough transform for iris
localization as well as an intensity gradient based method
for eyelash detection using local region statistics of the
image. Experimental results show the accuracy of our
algorithm leading to exact iris region segmentation.
1. INTRODUCTION
Proper Iris segmentation is essential for various security
applications using iris recognition technology for personal
identification [1]. Irises are occluded by the eyelid and
eyelashes as well as from specular reflections from the
(typically infra-red) illumination system. In order to
accurately process the image, it is important to identify such
occluded regions to remove them from further processing.
Inaccurate detection of these occlusions reduces
considerably the performance of an iris-based identification
system when subject cooperation is not possible. Cooperative users can be asked to stand still for multiple image
acquisitions, while for Iris On the Move [11] or covert
surveillance applications (i.e. in airport security) such
cooperation is not available. This will greatly affect the
localization of the iris inner and outer boundaries as well as
it will degrade the iris feature extraction process. For this
reason, exact eyelash detection and segmentation is required
to improve the entire biometrics system’s accuracy and
avoiding poor recognition performance.
In this paper we develop an algorithm for accurate iris
segmentation in images where the major portion of the iris is
occluded. Our algorithm detects separable and multiple
eyelashes, respectively. Separable eyelashes are first
detected using a local intensity variation based algorithm
while multiple eyelashes are found using the block mean
and variance approach. Various methods have been
proposed for eyelash detection [2, 3, 4, 5] which uses 1-D
Gabor filter, intensity variance, phase congruency, template
mean, standard deviation for multiple eyelash detection and
a local intensity minimum method for separable eyelash
detection. All these methods perform generally quite well

but do suffer from some limitations such as computational
complexity, inexact iris boundaries segmentation, false
eyelash detection and improper eyelash segmentation over
the iris region. Specifically, all previous approaches tend to
overestimate the occluded regions, and thus lose iris
information that could be used for identification. This
information loss is potentially important in the covert
surveillance applications we consider in this paper. For this
reason, the proposed method addresses all these issues using
a collection of image processing techniques such as:
logarithmic (i.e. non-linear) image enhancement, edge
detection, morphological operators, Hough transform,
intensity gradient based algorithm and a block mean and
variance method using region’s local statistics. Our main
algorithm is presented in section 2; experimental results are
presented in section 3 and a discussion in section 4. Finally,
section 5 concludes this paper.
2. ALGORITHM DESIGN
This section develops an algorithm to automate the detection
and segmentation of eyelash features in an eye image. The
design criterion is to determine the detailed eyelash regions
without overestimation (falsely detecting iris regions in the
image as eyelash). In performing this calculation, it must
localize and segment the pupil-iris region using the Hough
transform technique [8,9] and a non-linear image
enhancement algorithm on the iris region in order to
facilitate eyelash detection. All images are of size 480×640
pixels and are taken under the same sampling and
illumination conditions.
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This section describes an algorithm for accurate iris
boundary detection and contour extraction (Fig. 1) based on
a combination of image processing techniques.
2.1.1. Non-linear image enhancement
The original eye image is low pass filtered with a 5x5
Gaussian filter with N = 4 iterations (ideal for these images),
using the non-linear edge and contrast enhancement
algorithm described in [6, 7]. In order to avoid loss of
information, arithmetic operations on image pixel values are
defined in a logarithmical mapped space where the forward
mapping function between the image pixel space (F) and the
real number space (ψ ) is ψ ( F ) = log((255 − F ) / F ) . The

iterative technique described overcomes the limitations of
linear methods by performing a non-linear weighting
operation on the input pixels of the image. This requires the
selection of parameters si to control the amount of high
frequency content introduced in the solution. If si < 1, the
solution will be smoothed otherwise, it amplifies edges. The
output of this system results in a binarized enhanced image
with sharper edges and better contrast (Fig. 3(c)).
2.1.2. Edge detection
Using the binary image, a Sobel operator is constructed to
perform a 2-D spatial gradient measurement on an image
and gives more emphasis to high-frequency regions that
correspond to edges.
The Sobel operator consists of a pair of 3x3 convolution
kernels, which are designed to find lines in an image. The
edge map is shown in Fig. 4 (b).
2.1.3. Hough transform
The Hough transform is a technique which can be used to
isolate features of a particular shape within an image. In this
section, it is used to locate the iris outer boundary. The
Hough transform is applied directly on an edge map to
reduce processing time.
The Hough transform represents an image in terms of a 3dimensional accumulator array. For example, circles
correspond to the equation ( x − a ) 2 + ( y − b) 2 = r 2 which
defines a circle of center (a, b) and radius r in the x-y space.
For this specific feature, the accumulator array will contain
the a,b, r parameters which are updated for each edge pixel

(x,y). After updating the parameters for all pixels in the edge
map, peaks in the accumulator array indicate the location of
the desired feature (i.e. circle). From this information, the
iris boundary is located (Fig. 4 (c)) and the iris-pupil region
is segmented for further processing (section 2.1.4).
2.1.4. Accurate iris segmentation
The iris contour given using the Hough transform technique
in section 2.1.3 is an approximation of the proper iris
boundary which is not always circular. To correct the offset
on the iris contour, we recalculate a new contour using the
edge map obtained in section 2.1.2. Starting at the center
position of the approximated contour, scan outwards for the
first set of pixels, different from black, that form a closed
contour near the boundary computed in section 2.1.3. This
process is shown in (Fig. 4(b)). The exact pupil-iris
segmented region is shown in Fig. 4 (d).
2.2. Eyelash detection
In this section, separable and multiple eyelashes are detected
using an intensity gradient based algorithm and a block
mean and variance method (Fig. 2). The iris and non-iris
images (Fig. 4(d, f)) are processed independently for
improved image enhancement (Fig.4(e, g)) and precise
eyelash detection based on the local region statistics and
finally, the computed eyelash points are combined for exact
iris region extraction.

Figure 1: Iris segmentation algorithm based on local image enhancement

2.2.1. Local image enhancement
The iris region (Fig. 4(d)) and the non-iris image (Fig. 4(f))
are enhanced separately using the method described in
section 2.1.1. This will improve eyelash detection since it
depends on the local image statistics. The iris region tends
to contain higher intensity variation than the overall eye
image. The enhancement results are shown in Fig. 4(e, g),
respectively.
2.2.2. Separable eyelashes
In order to detect separable eyelashes in the horizontal,
vertical and diagonal direction, the image obtained in
section 2.2.1 is convoluted with the developed masks as
shown in equation 1. An image with all possible eyelash
points is created. A possible eyelash candidate point is set to
“0” when the mask response Ri is negative and to “1”,
otherwise.

A final eyelash map is created by selecting strong
eyelash candidates only. This is obtained by taking Ri <T
where T is a threshold selected to be -200 in our experiment.
N

Ri ( x, y ) =

N

∑ ∑ I ( x − m, y − n) M (m, n)

(1)

m=− N n =− N

where I(x,y) is the enhanced image, Ri (x,y) is the mask
response at position (x,y) and M is a (2N+1 × 2N+1)
convolution mask. This condition also satisfies the
connective criterion [2] where each eyelash point should
connect to another point on an eyelash or to an eyelid.
Using the developed masks, a negative mask response is
obtained if and only if the center pixel is located between
two adjacent eyelash points which satisfies the following
connectivity criterion: if the center pixel is surrounded by
non-eyelash points, the convolution operation will result in a
value greater than the selected threshold which indicates that
the pixel is not an eyelash point.

2.2.3. Multiple eyelashes
For regions containing multiple eyelashes, the mean and
variance of a n x n region is taken to detect eyelash
candidates. These regions are generally composed of lower
intensity pixels with a higher variance. In order to find
eyelash candidates in these regions, the computed block
mean ubi (eq. 2) and variance vbi (eq. 3) are compared to
different thresholds. If ubi < T1 or vbi > T2 then the center

pixel in block i is considered to be an eyelash point. In our
implementation, the block size used is 5× 5 .
u bi ( x, y) =

1 n n
∑ ∑ f ( x + i, y + j )
n2 i= −n j =−n

( 2)

vbi ( x , y ) =

1 n n
∑ ∑ ( f ( x + i, y + j ) − u bi ( x, y))2
n2 i=−n j=−n

(3)

Figure 2: Eyelash detection algorithm and ideal iris region segmentation (link each block to a section in the method

3. RESULTS
The algorithm was tested on 327 iris images taken from
the CASIA database [10]. Fig. 5(d, e, f) show accurate
detection of eyelashes in different images. Fig. 5(g, h, i)
illustrates an accurate segmentation of the iris region
without eyelash occlusions. The following parameter
values
were
chosen
for
these
results: s1 = 0.1 , s 2 = 0.1 , s 3 = 2 , s 4 = 5 , s 5 = 150 , T1=20 and
T2 was set to the variance of the entire region. This
process is done for 5 iterations. For the first two
iterations, the “s” parameters are set to a value less than
one in order to reduce the noise (“smoothing”).
Afterwards, the same parameter is set to a value greater
than 1 in order to amplify edges assuming that at this
stage, noise is inexistent. Experiments were conducted to
determine the sensitivity of the results to the parameter
choices, and results did not vary significantly for a wide
range of parameter choices near the values used.
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Figure 3: Image enhancement result: (a) Original image of
the eye, (b) Non-linear image enhancement, (c) Binarized
image
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Figure 4: Accurate iris boundary extraction and
enhancement: (a) Approximated location of the iris outer
boundary using the Hough transform, (b) Edge map and
accurate iris boundary calculation, (c) Accurate pupil-iris
boundary extraction, (d) Exact Pupil-iris region
segmentation, (e) Pupil-iris local region enhancement, (f)
Non-iris eye image, (g) Non-iris local image enhancement.
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Figure 5: Eyelash detection and iris segmentation examples: (a, b, c) Original eye images, (d, e, f) Computed
candidate eyelash points using our algorithm, (g, h, i) Accurate segmentation of the iris regions without eyelash
occlusions.

In addition, we used our technique prior to Daugman’s iris
recognition system [11] in order to have enhanced eyelash
detection before the matching process. This operation will
improve detection accuracy and matching performance.
Using Daugman’s rubber sheet model to represent each iris
image in the normalized polar scale, each iris image
template is convolved with the Gabor filter to extract the
phase feature templates. The phase feature templates are
compared to each other using the Hamming distance, and
the smallest Hamming distance is used to indicate the
correct match. From our testing, it is shown that the
identification rate is improved from 93.67% to 95.25% as
illustrated in the cumulative match curve in Fig. 8. The
green curve represents the cumulative match curve without
any eyelash detection and the red curve represents the one
with eyelash detection. It is clearly shown that the Rank-1
identification rate is improved. Also the DET curve, or
FMR-FNMR curve is also improved as in Fig. 6. The top
curve represents the performance without eyelash detection
and the bottom one represents the performance with eyelash
detection. The error rates are improved in almost the entire
FMR range.
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Figure 6: (a)Cumulative Match Curve comparison,
(b)FMR-FNMR curve comparison
4. DISCUSSION
The proposed algorithm shows promising results for eyelash
noise detection, accurate iris boundary extraction and ideal
iris segmentation. This algorithm locates the iris region
using logarithmic image enhancement and the Hough
transform techniques, locates the iris boundary, extracts the

exact iris contour, detects eyelash based on the local image
statistics and block intensity and finally, proposes an ideal
iris model for accurate iris recognition. The developed
method overcomes the limitations encountered in other iris
segmentation and eyelash detection techniques such that our
method detects accurately separable and multiple eyelashes,
extracts the exact iris contour and is illumination invariant.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel eyelash noise detection
algorithm that uses a collection of advanced image
processing techniques to locate the iris region, extract the
exact inner and outer iris boundaries since these are not
always circular, detect eyelash noise by combining the
eyelash candidate points obtained from separable and
multiple eyelash detection techniques based on local image
statistics and intensity variance and finally, accurately
segment the iris region for further processing.
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